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1 - prologue SPACE

Wha...
what happend here..." She had woken up in the middle of nowhere

"theres nothing here...
nothing but space...
just space..." she thought drifting in space alone and about to pass out,
all alone, with no one else around but the stars in the sky...
well... not just the sky, technically she was surrounded by nothing but stars,
debris from a broken ship and dark cold space.

"OW!......." she cringed in pain as she felt a sting in her side.
She was bleeding, badly, and a blisterring cold rush of air in the dark, had
flown in through the tear in her shirt and pressed against the wound, stinging it until she finally fainted in
pain, and continued to drift.



2 - Where am I ??? Part 1

"wha-what am i doing here?
Where-where am I?
Whats going on!?" the girl Asked, waking suddenly, in a bed that was not her own.
"what-what is this place?" She asked herself quietly, sitting up in the bed and looking around.
she was sitting in a small cream colored room, with no windows, and light green carpetting.
The bed was cream colored as well, except for the bed post wich was, well it apeard to be wooden, and
most importantly it was warm.

She had been out in the cold darkness for so long that the warmth and brightness of the room was the
first thing she noticed.
Then she remembered the wound, and how it stung against the blistering cold, and how she felt at that
time.
She then touched her side to see if she was still bleeding. She soon discovered that bandages had
covered the wound, and settled the bleeding to a seeming stop.

"hm", she thought, when she noticed A steel door Streight in front of her.
"It seemed odd, that such a cold looking door be in such a simple and pleasantly warm room", Then it
struck her again. Where was she?

She then got out of bed and began to walk toward the door to open it. the wound began to hurt a little,
but she ignored it, and opened the door.
At first, she just peeked through a little, to see if any one was there, and noticed two figures just outside
the steel door.

They were two robots, one silver and one gold, at first they didnt notice her, but when she made an
attempt to close the door, it made a loudish kind of squeek
and now both robots were staring streight at her.

To be continued...



3 - greetings

(in the point of view of the girl,kiki,)

"HELLO!" one of the robots said happily, "I'M Decoe!"
"And I'm Bocoe!" the other said, shoving the first one out of the way.
Then the golden robot 'decoe' shove bocoe, the silver one, aside and said, "we're here to gaurd you!"
thenbocoe shoved decoe out of the way again, "to make sure you dont escape!" he said.
" Ha Ha HA! Nonsence!, nonsence!, we just saw you adrift, and took you out of the cold, hahaha...",A
shadey figure made his way to the front of the door.
"the names docter eggman, but for you you can just call me eggman." the figure said, as he bowed and
grinned.

When he came into the light I saw that he was a very tall, plump man, with a large orange mustache,
And large round specticle on his head and smaller ones over his eyes.

He stopped grinnig suddenly and crossed his arms. "hm.... Now that your awake, May as well show you
around our humble abode."
he turned and walked back out of the way of the door, and erged me to follow, while decoe and bocoe
stood straight, side by side, as I began to walk out.

I followed him nervously into a dark hallway and continued to walk untill I saw a bright light. I shielded
my eyes unill they got used to it,
then I saw the room we were in, it was magnificant.

It had yellow walls with bright red carpet and 3 black shelves in the room, it was so bright and colorful.
"So - Who would like to show our knew guest around the ship?...Rouge, How bout you?!" doctor
eggman said grinning a somewhat sinister smile, and glaring at a white bat sitting in the corner of the
room, reading a magazine of some type.
"OH NO eggie!" she said standing up," Your not about to make me some kids babysitter" she finished,
her hands on her hips.
"hmm...., What about rainbow, wheres she at?" he asked, scraching his head.
"Shes in the kitchen getting everyone some meals for supper" a voice said from in the shadows of a
second hallway from across the room.
"Realy? well- what compelled her to do that" doctor eggman asked

the voice finally came out of the shadows, it was a black hedgehog with red stripes.
"hm-m?, i dont know she wanted to.", the hedgehog shrugged.
"hm..., shadow! why dont you show our little guest around hahaha" doctor eggman said laughing, as he
shoved me closer to the dark hedgehog, I had stumbled on my way over to him, and almost bumped into
him "whoa", yelped quietly.
He shook his ,ok and started walking off. He looked back,"are you coming?", He said sinisterly.

to be continued...



4 - The plot

(in the point of view of the narrater)

"heheheh..., things seem to be going acording to plans", doctor eggman grinned.
"we'll hold her for ransome here untill they meet our demands,
best part is, she Doesnt remember a thing!".

"hm..., I dont know, what if she remembers somthing, or they try to fight back?", rouge glared.

" Rouge..., you wory too much!, her clan has already suffered through three wars, they can barely stand
up, let alone fight.
Plus! I believe Im doing them a favor. they thought that there princess was dead, and here comes
eggman to the rescue!
Im returning her to them, you know, of course for a price", He grinned again, sinisterly.

"hm..., What about shadow, or goodie goodie Rainbow? what if they blab about this to her?
Then what?", rouge asked, rubbing her chin." or decoe and bocoe?".

"decoe and bocoe are loyal, they wont tell a soul. and as for shadow and rainbow...
they dont even know about the scheam." he said happily.
"hm... Ok then, one more question, what exactly is the reward?" rouge asked,
her arms crossed.
"heheheh... I have her up for three chaos emralds!" he smled happily holding up three fingers.
"Hm... Now your talking my language, egghead!" she grinned in agreement to the plan.



5 - Show me the ropes

Shadow starts leading Kiki through different rooms and hallways when they come up to a big silver door
with grey plastic handles. “Whats - whats this place?” Kiki asked so quietly it was hard for shadow to
hear what she was talking about, but he kind of figured she asked about the door. He stared, “this is the
kitchen” he said with the same harsh tone as last time as he began to open the door. She stared at the
small room, certainly not fit to be a dining area, much less a kitchen. The place seemed more like a
closet, and it didn’t deserve the large doors it was given. Inside at the left of the room pots were boiling
and beeping like they in some kind of fire drill warning people to leave the ship, and at the right, a small
counter lay full of food like cabbages and carrots, and fish all sliced and waiting to be cooked with their
fellow food friends. In the back of the room she saw a tall cat fiddling with the stove controls and using
her tail to try and reach the fridge on the other side. All of the sudden she shifted from a cat to a monkey
it seemed, for she now had a long enough tail to reach the fridge door and her ears grew double in size
and were rounded. Kiki, at the sight of this jumped a little in shock, While shadow just shook his head
and crossed his arms, as he seemed to do constantly. The white and light blue uh… ‘monkey’ turned
around finally and dropped a cartin of milk she grabbed with her newly found tail. “OH!- he-hello!” She
smiled trying to pick up what she spilt, “you must be that girl we saw drifting out side, Hi! I’m Rainbow!”
she said a little worried, as she shape shifted back to her original cat like form. Kiki lowered her head a
little. It seemed stating “Hey you must be that girl we saw drifting out side” wasn’t a good start to the
conversation, but Kiki made due with the introduction and tried to introduce herself “Heh-ye-yeah, I’m
Kiki” she pointed out with the same Hard-to-hear voice that really was hard to hear, but as did Kiki,
Rainbow made due with the introduction. “nice to meet you,” Rainbow said smiling, “Um… I’m making
supper, it should be done soon, but do you want me to maybe show you around a little?” she asked
pleasantly, as shadow glared at something in a hall way not too far from here. “ um that would be nice,
but… I don’t know, no… It’s ok, but shadow is show…” it didn’t take her long to figure out that he had
slipped away some where as they were taking time to talk, “ok…” she said giving up the search for her
obviously gone guide. “Great!” Rainbow smiled again, “I can show you to my room!” Rainbow stood up
straight then raced out the door, along side her confused friend.

Meanwhile shadow was walking through the in search of what he had seen race by before. He walked
slowly until he spotted it again! This time getting a slightly better glimpse as it came then disappeared. It
seemed like a dark purple glow that swiftly saw the talk, then vanished. Shadow followed the direction it
had reappeared, but nothing! There was no sign of it, “show yourself!” He growled, but again nothing
happened the ghostly figure was gone and shadow had no reason to continue the search, though he did
any way, shouting once more “show your self!”

Kiki was being led, again through hall way after hall way, as many hallways as you wouldn’t have
thought to be on a ship traveling through space like there was no where to go, until finally they made it to
a bright red wooden door (obviously the interior of this place wasn’t thought out very well) that opened
up to a Bright cream colored room, much like the one Kiki herself was in, only it had desk with a little
light blue and brown music box on it, along side a picture frame. The room also had a wood closet and
poster and pictures hanging all along the walls. “Ta-da! And this is my room!, It’s not much, but I like it
myself so, welcome to my abode” Rainbow smiled bowing as in front of a crowd of people, even though
it was only Kiki who was watching as she made her way to the desk with the music box and picture



frame on it. “What’s this?” she asked, a little louder this time, or at least in a way that Rainbow could
actually hear her, but than again, it could have been all the noise from the steaming pots, for why she
couldn’t hear before. Either way she raced over to her desk and clutched the music box in her hand.
“Nothing!” She yelped holding the item as though it were her very soul “Um… ok…” Kiki said a little
worried “who is this next to you in this picture?” she asked changing the subject. Rainbow grabbed the
picture, still holding the music box close. “Oh! That’s my friend pixie” She smiled holding up the picture
to show her standing side by side next to a pink dog wearing a purple dress held up with an over sized
black belt, she had green eyes and magenta colored hair, and smiled brightly. “Hm… why don’t we go
see where shadow went” Rainbow insisted, while putting the picture frame down. “um-Ok” Kiki smiled
trying to be friendly, though inside she had no intent on finding him, he actually kind of scared her, but
she had no other friend or guide, and didn’t know her way around the place so… she left with Rainbow to
find out where he had gotten off to leaving the picture and box locked on her desk, as they walked out of
the room. Suddenly a swirl of black and purple mist began to appear in the bright room, It swished and
swayed, increasing in size, as it crowded around the small picture frame seemingly holding it up, as
though analyzing it. There was a knock at the door. The ghostly smoke dropped the picture and
disappeared as it fell. Leaving it broken framed on the ground.
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